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Abstract

The production process on a factory can be described by big amount of data. It is used to optimize the production process, reduce number of failures and control material waste. For this, data is processed, analyzed and classified using the analysis techniques — text classification algorithms. Thus there should be an approach that supports choice of algorithms on both, technical and management levels. We propose a tool called Analytics Configuration Performance Dashboard which facilitates process of algorithm configurations comparison. It is based on a meta-learning approach. Additionally, we introduce three business metrics on which algorithms are compared, they map onto machine learning algorithm evaluation metrics and help to assess algorithms from industry perspective. Moreover, we develop a visualization in order to provide clear representation of the data. Clustering is used to define groups of algorithms that have common performance in business metrics. We conclude with evaluation of the proposed approach and techniques, which were chosen for its implementation.
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1 Introduction

This section guides the reader through the main idea of this work. We motivate the topic discussed in a thesis (section 1.1) and give reasons why it is interesting from industry perspective. Next, follows a short discussion on previous researches of this topic (section 1.2). After that we define problems (section 1.3) that we encountered while examining related work. And based on that problems we set goals that we aim to achieve with our solution (section 1.4). Finally, we present the structure of the thesis (see section 1.5).

1.1 Motivation

Let us look at the application scenario of Machine Learning (ML) algorithms in an industrial setting. A typical product life cycle consist of multiple phases from the acquisition phase to the utilization and recycle phase [AG98]. Data is generated in each phase of the cycle to describe the product's status. For example: the acquisition phase success can be defined from the data about resources that were used to make a product and logs of construction process; the utilization phase success can be implied by product reviews written by end users or error reports. For that reason, manufacturers want to use ML to get insights of how business is running and which patterns it has. This helps to enhance business strategy and amend flaws.

We consider a scenario where data comes as unstructured text that might contain spelling, grammatic mistakes or shortened words. For example, a worker examines finished product on flaws and writes his observations as free text. Observations are unstructured data for a classification task. Each observation can be assigned one or more keywords or key phrases describing its context. After the products are classified based on keywords and key phrases, manufacturer can define what caused the flaws. The list of application scenarios only in industrial setting can grow further. The advantages of using ML instead of manual classification by domain experts are — very good effectiveness together with accuracy and also possibility to port this approach to different domains [Seb01].

To bring data to the same shape and classify it, we need to use ML techniques. At this step the user should decide which algorithm to use. Algorithm comparison requires a certain approach, due to diversity and complexity of the data. The method that allows to compare algorithms can make the decision-making process easier, or on the contrary, more complicated. Moreover, academic and industry perspective usually have different vision on algorithm performance. They are also concerned about disparate problems that appear
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during algorithm comparison. In our scenario, an approach should take into account points of interest for both, academic and industry perspective.

1.2 Current State of Art

There exist several approaches for comparing different solutions that resolve the same problem.

The most common one — statistical comparison of the algorithms (we also call it Naïve). It takes two paths: either to compare the performance metrics of the algorithms in a pairwise manner, or to run statistical tests in order to identify differences between the algorithms (discussed in section 2.1).

Another group of approaches is based on innovative generative design technique — Genetic Algorithm (GA) (see section 2.2). In GAs, the user is given a solution set (possible solutions) to the given problem. These solutions then undergo recombination and mutation, producing new children. The process is repeated over various generations, until the GA reaches the optimum. This approach usually requires certain constrains in order to yield suitable solutions and eliminate those, which do not fulfill user requirements.

Finally, some researchers use metadata of the algorithms for their comparison (see Section 2.3). The different from the statistical comparison is that in metadata approach, data about algorithm performance and execution, as well as metadata about data sets is compared. We found this approach faster than the statistical and genetic algorithm approach, as the authors did not need to run each and every configuration of algorithms.

1.3 Problem

The focus of this thesis is to develop an approach for comparing classification ML algorithms. It is inspired by and is a part of a profile framework described in [Vil17]. This approach should help to define which ML algorithm performs better, from the industry perspective, according to certain user-defined constraints. We create a solution, which allows managers to choose algorithms, and do not have to turn to knowledge of experts in ML. Since in our case solutions to the academic perspective's problem serve as a framework for industry perspective solution.

1.3.1 Academic Perspective

There are several points that should be taken into account, for example:
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- The number of possible algorithm configurations. Multiple combinations of parameters and hyper parameters make number of suitable classification algorithms grow. It is unpractical to compare algorithms pairwise, as it requires a considerable amount of time and resources for algorithm execution.

- Data quality, cleanliness and completeness. Characteristics of data, on which classification algorithm were applied, should also be considered during comparison. Performance of the algorithms strongly depends on data — the same algorithm can give different performance results when applied to different datasets.

- Representation of results. Performance results are usually presented in a text form or tabular form, which makes them hard to perceive. It is not a problem, when only one metric should be taken into account. It is better to use different data representation in scenarios when the algorithms should be compared on multiple metrics. The growing number of algorithms only aggravates the situation.

The complex approach should be designed for dealing with the above-mentioned points. It should result in an accurate, unbiased and clear in representation comparison procedure for classification algorithms. We need to define ways how to efficiently compare algorithms with different configurations, take into account dependency of the performance on data. Last but not least, we should focus on giving a clear representation of results even when there are many algorithms to compare.

1.3.2 Industry Perspective

We can compare algorithm's performance using ML evaluation metrics that already exist and successfully used by machine learning experts [For03]. Such metrics as precision, mean squared error or f1-score, point to flaws and strengths of the algorithms. At the same time, they do not give information about how difference in ML evaluation metrics values affects important business key performance indicators of the company (also referred to as business metrics — see section 3.1). Execution cost, operating revenue, time to service values remain undefined for each algorithm. We consider two main issues which appear from industry perspective:

- Business evaluation metrics. User should be able to see which benefits could bring one classification algorithm or the other, and to know whether the chosen algorithm fits to the business strategy of the company. ML evaluation metrics could not act as decision factors from industry perspective, thus we need a mapping between ML and business metrics.

- Suggest the best option. In addition to that, it is important to give the user an opportunity to navigate through multiple alternatives. This means suggesting which algorithm configuration combinations lead to the desirable business metric values. We can imply that algorithms with common configurations may perform in a same way, so it will be possible to group them together. Such groupings (or clusters) can
explicitly show which algorithms to use, and how to configure them in order to achieve specific values in business metrics.

In addition, here, as well as in academic perspective subsection, it is important to present the business performance values in a human-friendly manner.

1.4 Goals and Questions

Our goal is to implement an interactive visualization tool that extends the concept of Automated Text Classification Configurations Performance Cube [Vil17] into an Analytics Configuration Performance Dashboard (ACP Dashboard). This tool should facilitate the conveyance of technical aspects of several analytical solutions from the industry perspective, as well as show the impact of certain configurations of algorithms on business indicators (KPI). For this, the implementation should provide information about 1) configurations that are currently available and their performance in terms of business metrics, 2) the factors that affect the efficiency of the algorithm and, 3) the corresponding potential compromises. Thus we aim to answer five main questions that show us direction for solving this problem.

1. Is there a way to compare algorithms which have multiple parameter configurations efficiently and quickly?

2. Which combinations of ML evaluation metrics for performance assessment can be mapped to the business metrics?

3. How to ensure that representation of the information would be readable and perceivable by human, especially when number of data points grows?

4. How to represent comparison results, so that the patterns in comparison data could be seen immediately?

5. Is it possible to identify and group algorithms which have common effects on business metrics?

The above-mentioned questions address problems from both, academic and industry perspective. We believe that by answering those questions we can develop a system which will add to the already known comparison approaches.

1.5 Structure of the Thesis

In the thesis we motivate a need to discover new ways for comparing classification algorithms and making it easier from business perspective. This thesis is structured as follows. In chapter 2 we point to the previous work done on this topic. In chapter 3 we discuss fundamental notions which helped to develop our work. In chapter 4 we introduce our approach which is aimed to solve the problems described in the chapter 1. In chapter 5
we present an ACP Dashboard and guide the reader through the implementation process. There we also describe results achieved with our approach. In chapter 6 we conduct evaluation of our thesis, and compare expectations with actual achievements. We also discuss future work that can enhance our solution. In chapter 7 summarize presented approach.
2 Related Work

The problem of comparing ML algorithms comes every time when there is a need to decide which algorithm to choose for solving classification task. Scientists constantly discover effective ways to analyze and compare algorithms. Section 2.1 presents the most common approach for algorithm comparison — statistical approach. We discuss recent work that was done in that direction and emphasize difference from our approach. In section 2.2 we discuss GA and how it is used to provide solution space for a particular problem. We use the idea of GA for deciding which algorithm configurations is useful to compare. Another researches use metadata for the faster, but not so precise, comparison of the algorithms (introduced in section 2.3). We enhance this approach in our thesis, in order to develop a tool that facilitates process of algorithm’s comparison.

2.1 Naive Approaches and Statistical Comparison

Problem of defining the best optimal solution from the solution space appeared to be not a trivial task. Some researchers used approach, which main idea was to execute machine learning algorithm on a various (but predefined) sets of data and compare values of such ML metrics as accuracy, time, precision, recall, etc..

Dogan and Tanrikulu [DT13] presented a comparative analysis of fourteen classification algorithms. They compared the algorithms on such metrics as accuracy, speed and robustness. Each of the algorithms was run on ten different preprocessed datasets. It was mentioned that some algorithms perform better, when continuous variables are binned to the intervals, which make continuous data discrete. However that does not change the behavior of the algorithms that performed well before binning. Authors conclude that preprocessing of the data significantly improves the results of algorithms performance. Also they claim that success rate of the algorithm depends on the dataset and its attributes. Authors proved that values of the metrics which describe efficiency of the algorithm, depend on datasets, since there are datasets which are easier to classify. The main disadvantage of this approach is that in their experiment authors compare algorithms on three ML metrics separately. This does not give them idea which algorithms in general (taking into account all possible metrics) perform better. Also authors presented a regression model to compare algorithms, however it is linear and thus must give an inaccurate representation of the situation and correlation between algorithm tuning and values of metrics.

George Forman [For03] in his “An Extensive Empirical Study of Feature Selection Metrics for Text Classification” discussed metrics which are used to compare classification algorithms.
Among them: accuracy, f-measure, recall and precision. The main point of his work was to consider existing ML metrics which will describe performance of the algorithm and conduct a study on feature selection. The author’s goal is to find whether values of metrics are influenced by the number of selected for classification features. The study was performed considering a two-class classification problem, thus it does not deal with multiclass classification, which happens more often in industry. Also the datasets used for comparison are limited, and not all configurations of the algorithms are considered.

Kostiantis [Kot07] in his work gives an exhaustive comparison of the classification algorithms. He describes the main concepts and possible implementation of the algorithms, as well as specific tuning issues of the algorithms. The author shows a table where he compares algorithms, described in the paper, on multiple criteria, such as accuracy, speed, tolerance to missing values, redundant or irrelevant attributes. In the paper the usage of the algorithms is discussed along with the drawbacks and positive sides of each of seven groups of classification algorithms. Comparison is presented in a text and tabular manner and gives general performance overview for families of the classification algorithms.

Saaty [Saa08] presents The Analytic Hierarchy Process as a mean for comparing different solutions. The idea of the process is — to decompose the goal of the decision into a hierarchy. First author defines objectives to the lowest level, which will be also a set of alternatives. After that he compares parent node to all the leaf nodes and based on that comparison assign weights for parent and its children. This is done to every nod till the bottom of hierarchy is reached. The comparison of two possible solutions is based on the ranking given by the experts. This will result in a huge hierarchy with many levels and growth of comparison matrices. The Analytic Hierarchy Process is a relevant approach for comparing solutions with little alternatives, however there are some issues if one wants to use it to compare machine learning algorithms. For example, only pairwise comparison is possible, and also knowledge of the experts is needed to construct the ranking, which is something we want to avoid. Author decomposes the goal, revealing many parameters and hyper-parameters in each ML algorithm. We take the same way and also decompose algorithm settings in order to find which configurations influence performance.

Sze at al. [Sze+16] compare ML algorithms based on their performance on four different metrics: accuracy, energy consumption, throughput and cost, which are relevant for embedded ML. Authors express the belief that accuracy of the ML algorithm should be measured on large datasets, since only then we can get realistic results of the performance of the algorithms. They use publicly available datasets — such as ImageNet for testing. In the end, authors execute each algorithm on same datasets and compare metrics in order to find the most efficient solution. The main issue of this work is that eventually, only one ML metric is used to compare algorithms — accuracy.

Another scientist [Die98] in his work described statistical tests as a mean to compare algorithms. In total there were conducted five tests, two of which showed high probability of incorrectly detecting differences between algorithms. The other three however, based on cross-validation, did not have the issue of incorrect detection of the differences and were discovered to be more powerful in defining differences between algorithms. All tests
consider accuracy (probability of predicting correct class) as the only metric on which machine learning algorithms for classification are compared. Moreover, tests are used to perform a pairwise comparison on algorithms which were executed on the same data. Comparing multiple algorithms at the same time seems impossible with statistical tests, as well as comparing the algorithms which were run on different data. The author also concluded that statistical tests cannot answer the question, which algorithm is the most suitable for a given task. The information which can be derived from the tests only describes the performance of the algorithms, but does not answer directly the aforementioned question.

[Dem06], in his article also used statistical test as a mean to compare machine learning algorithms. He performs the Wilcoxon signed rank test and the Friedman test for comparing two algorithms. Demsar addresses the issue with comparing more than two algorithms at once, and also comparing algorithms that were run on the different datasets. He constructs a setup with 40 industrial datasets and runs them on several common classification algorithms (C4.5, Naive Bayes) with their variations. His study shows that non-parametric tests are more suitable for comparing multiple algorithms. Results, however meaningful for a machine learning expert, do not map immediately onto business field, while showing only differences between algorithms. There is no explanation of what those differences may mean for business user.

The Garcia and Herrera [GHE08] expanded the study of Demsar and focused on statistical tests which can compare n times n classifiers. They performed all pairwise comparisons on five classifiers which were run on thirty data sets. The results of applying statistical test on these algorithms were rankings based on test accuracy by using a 10-fold cross-validation.

2.2 Genetic Algorithms for Solution Space Definition

Another approach for comparing machine learning algorithms, or more general — finding solutions, is to apply the GAs.

Gerber at al. [Jas+12] are using GA as an optimization technique for making the process of decision making easier. This paper is from architecture domain and focuses on a problem how to provide reasonable and suitable solutions on the early stages of design process. GA helps to manage large number of variables and provides a list of optimum solutions, which become a solution space. There is an opportunity to expand list of design solutions via adjusting various specifications and settings. New solutions can be fitted then to user's expectations. The Beagle tool developed by authors aims to provide designers with various design solutions created using GA. Although the tool was in development stage, it helped designers to work quicker. The use of GA may be, however, time consuming, especially when there are many configurations to consider [BI16]. Same approach used Lohan at el. [LDA17] and Lin & Lin-Chien [LL13].
Brander at al. worked on the Generplore model — which is a way to generate, explore and expand design concept. The key idea of it — is its preventive structure. Meaning that some promising sketches of design would be the base for further exploration and expansion in order to get satisfactory solution. The solutions derived from the Generplore, although considered (already) to be optimal for given criteria, are not the optimum end solutions. They are used as a base design solutions for further enhancements [BID14]. Liu et al. [LGL05] also used GA for constructing a multi-agent design system, which user to complete a certain design task. The genetic algorithm lies in the base of the agent and performs actions of inheriting, crossover and selecting alternatives from a solution space that fit user’s requirements and constraints. William et al. [Wil05] took the same approach for designing antennas and fraud detection. The only difference is that int William’s solution, intermediate results, created by GA are constantly evaluated by human and less relevant get erased. Previously stated works on genetic algorithms however did not consider this technique as a possible approach for comparing machine learning algorithms.

### 2.3 Meta-learning Approaches

Meta-learning is another approach for comparing algorithms and deciding, which algorithm is the best for a given problem.

Pavel B. Brazdil and Carlos Soares [Bra03] use a metadata about datasets, and performance of the algorithms on those datasets. The metaknowledge data is put through the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm, which builds a (meta)model which can be used afterwards to predict performance of this algorithm on new problems. The author talks about three different points which help to define which algorithm better than another: 1. Using the ratios of the success rate (introduced in the paper). 2. Checking how the algorithms are ranked on different datasets. 3. Count with how many datasets one algorithm worked significantly better. The authors introduce a framework which creates a ranking of classification algorithms. The ranking is based on accuracy and time, as opposed to approach of this master thesis, where number of metrics on which algorithms are compared is minimum three. The ranking is presented to the user, so that he can decide which algorithm is better to apply for a particular task. In general the study offers more efficient rankings for the algorithms based on metadata than previous approaches.

There were also studies on comparison of ML algorithms based on error correlation. In his paper Alexandrous Kaluosis [KGH04] aims to find correlation between ML algorithms based on their performance on the same (one) dataset. He compares algorithms based on [newly] defined by himself performance metrics: relative performance (ranking of the algorithms, given by the number of points that each algorithm scored). The error correlation metric is created to find relations between algorithms. Author tries to find correlations between error rates of the algorithms in order to discover correlation between algorithms. The limitation of the paper lies in only one attribute used by authors to compare the algorithms (error correlation — defined in paper). However they claim that the metric number can be exchanged on user’s demand.
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Previous study of Aha [Aha92] also tries to find correlation between ML algorithms performance. The idea which author develops lies in finding rules that describe specific parameters of data. As author states himself, specific data parameters lead to particular performance metrics results. Aha concentrates mostly on features of data that cause differences in performance. The reason of difference is, however not considered in this research. The author also does not look for similarities between algorithms or correlation between those similarities.

Recent paper on text classification configurations [ZKM17] also touches the problem of defining the best suitable algorithm configuration for a text classification problem. Author considers that following configurations can be combined: a way to define feature set, a way to reduce feature set, and the algorithm settings itself. Based on this information, author created fourty Automated Text Classification Configurations and compared them. Results of comparison are used to define the best configuration. The performance of the algorithms is assessed by accuracy and time metrics. Performance values are shown in table and also plotted on a 3D scatter plot (called ATCC Cube). This enables comparing multiple configurations of algorithms at a time. We take the idea presented in the paper and develop it, by transforming the cube into an interactive web-application. Also we try to extend number of ML metrics which are used to compare algorithm performance and map them to the business metrics.
3 Background

In this section we provide information of basic notions which were used in order to build our solution. We start from business metrics and criteria that assess success of a business (section 3.1). After that we introduce Algorithm Configuration Profile (ACP) and its structure (section 3.2). We proceed to discussion on machine learning evaluation metrics and clustering techniques (section 3.3). Finally, we present various visualization approaches for multidimensional data (section 3.4).

3.1 Business Metrics and Balanced Scorecard

3.1.1 Success Criteria for IT Project Management

Quality, Cost, Delivery (QCD) — is the management approach for ruling the business. It is used to evaluate the various components of the production process. QCD gives feedback that helps managers make logical decisions in business strategy. Feedback is presented in form of facts and figures which make it easier for industrial companies to define priorities in their future goals. QCD proposes a method of evaluating business processes, which is applicable to simple and complex business processes [Woe10].

**Quality.** Quality is the ability of a product or service to satisfy and exceed customer expectations. The quality objectives are determined by customer requirements. It is considered to be one of the most important measures of business, because bad quality often leads to business failure. Effectiveness of the production process, consisting of workers, mechanisms and materials defines quality [TDL11].

We list several dimensions that are part of quality metric [GS14]:

- performance — describes operating characteristics of a product,
- conformance — shows how the product meets customer’s expectations,
- aesthetics — assesses product’s appearance, usually gives a subjective assessment,
- special features — additional, extra features of a product or service that can increase customer satisfaction,
- durability — how long the product can serve to the user, before it has to be replaced,
- reliability — refers to the time which product can survive without being repaired,
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- serviceability — "Serviceability is defined by speed, courtesy, competence and ease of repair." [Gar87]

Cost  Cost — is the amount of money that a company has to spend to design and produce a product or a service. The greatest cost in most commercial organizations is the cost of production [SSS12]. Production is directly responsible when it comes to monitoring and reducing production costs. We consider following types of production costs [SSS12]:
  - raw materials,
  - direct labor,
  - expenses for taxes on property, insurance of buildings, renting of equipment etc..

3.1.2 Balanced Scorecard

The Balanced Scorecards (BSC) serve as performance measurement systems, first introduced in 1992. They are especially useful during the decision-making process. BSC helps organizations to enhance the process of monitoring company’s operations, they make the strategy of the company transparent and defined. The BSC are designed to help in improving different business functions, both internal and external (design of the products, production, delivery, quality assessment, logistic, marketing, business strategies and many more) [BS07].

Balanced Scorecards are called balanced, because they allow to achieve business goals with three dominant constituents satisfied — customers, shareholders and employees. They aim to keep balance “between short term and long term objectives, between financial and non-financial measures, between lagging and leading indicators, and between internal and external performance perspectives” [BS07].

Companies successfully use BSC as a basis for defining a company’s strategic system. With BSC managers and chief executive officers (CEOs) can align their business to new strategies. Based on BSC, business representatives can reduce the cost of operations, at the same time increase revenue, quality and values of the products or services [MDT99].

Performance measures are to provide the information on whether the chosen operations meet customer expectations and strategy objectives. It points out whether there is a necessity in improving certain areas which do not correspond to the requirements of a manager. The performance metrics of the BSC are focused around four strategic objectives: financial perspective, customer perspective, internal business perspective, innovation and learning perspective.

Since the BSC is a basic technique for measuring performance of the company, introduced a few decades ago, we used it to identify which metrics are potentially interesting for management. From this we defined which metrics are meaningful to show on the Analytics
3.2 Algorithm Configuration Profile

Let us describe information provided in the input metadata profiles, as well as underline which values we are using in our approach.

Analytics Configuration Profile (ACP) — contains metadata about performance of the algorithm. Before the model of the algorithm is actually built, there are two more stages that algorithm goes through. This stages are feature generation and feature selection — it is, basically, generating and selecting features that will be a basis for building the classification model. Based on those features, classification of new elements will happen. The structure of the profile presented on the figure 3.1. Here we explain some of the nodes of the ACP — in particular those that we will use further in our solution as a source of data.

The feat-gen (feature generation) node includes names of continuous and text features of the dataset, as well as their representation, and additionally weight scheme and description of the preprocessing pipeline for the text-features generation.
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The feat.sel (feature selection) node gives a metadata about selection methods for continuous, discrete and text features. For each of the categories of features we are given the name of the method, parameters with which the method was executed, list of selected features and number of selected features.

Node run-settings provide data about settings which are applied before the algorithm is executed. This includes number in which iteration this particular ACP was executed (is it the first iteration, second or so on). Run settings also provides us with the information on how data was split: ratio of test set and type of split; cross-validation parameter (k-fold) and size of the training ant test sets in bytes.

The algo-config node gives information about family of the classification algorithm which was applied, type of the algorithm and also its hyper parameters. Those are settings of the algorithm. There is also information about how much disk storage the model takes, provided in bytes.

In the run-results node there is data about time and ML performance metrics of the algorithm. From the child node time you can get information about time which was needed to: prepare data, create data, to train the classification model, evaluate new instances and to test the model. In the qos child node ML metrics which correspond to the performance of the algorithm are provided: accuracy, precision, recall and f-score.

3.3 Machine Learning

Machine Learning techniques are a good help when it comes to finding patterns, establishing connections and relationships within data features. It helps to hand over computational difficulties to the machine, leaving to the human the process of evaluation and analysis. In supervised learning, data has labels which are used by algorithm to identify and classify new incoming data. In the unsupervised learning no labels are given, because the goal of unsupervised learning is to actually find those labels. One of the goals of my thesis is to help humans to choose which algorithm to use effectively and in correspondence to their requirements. The most common way to evaluate classifier — compute its accuracy. But there are of course other metrics that should be taking into account when evaluating the algorithms.

3.3.1 Machine Learning Evaluation Metrics

Accuracy is the most intuitive evaluation of algorithm effectiveness and quality. It describes the ratio of correctly predicted observations to the total amount of observations [SW10]. The common misconception is — the higher accuracy is, the better is the model. That is true only when the data sets are symmetrical, on other words if amount of false positive and false negatives is almost the same. Therefore, when assessing the algorithm it is also important to look at other evaluation metrics.
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\[ \text{Accuracy} = \frac{TN + TP}{TN + FP + FN + TP} \]  
\[ (3.1) \]

Where,

- \( TN \) — number of negative examples, that were labeled correctly;
- \( FP \) — number of negative examples, that were labeled as positives.
- \( FN \) — number of positive examples, that were labeled as negatives;
- \( TP \) — number of positive examples, that were labeled correctly.

**Precision** — is the ratio of positive observations predicted correctly to the overall amount predicted positive observations. High precision means that false positive rate is low [Pow11].

\[ \text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \]  
\[ (3.2) \]

Where,

- \( FP \) — number of negative examples, that were labeled as positives;
- \( TP \) — number of positive examples, that were labeled correctly.

**Recall** shows the ratio of correctly predicted positive observations to the number of positive observations in a dataset [Pow11].

\[ \text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \]  
\[ (3.3) \]

Where,

- \( FN \) — number of positive examples, that were labeled as negatives;
- \( TP \) — number of positive examples, that were labeled correctly.

**F1-score** is the weighted average of precision and recall. It takes into account both false positives and false negatives, it is recommended to use it when the ratio of false positives and false negatives is very different [For03].

\[ F1 - \text{score} = \frac{2 \cdot (\text{Recall} \cdot \text{Precision})}{(\text{Recall} + \text{Precision})} \]  
\[ (3.4) \]

**Loss functions** for classifications represent the price paid for the inaccuracy of predictions in classification problems. The confidence of the prediction is measured in range from \([0;1]\), and then the correct predictions are rewarded, and incorrect — punished according to the confidence of the prediction [Ros+03] [She05].

**Area under ROC curve** — measures performance of a binary classification problems [McC89]. ROC analysis helps to select possible optimal models and discard those which are not
optimal, regardless of (and prior to) the class distribution. We do not consider this metric, because in our scenario we have a multi-class and multi-label classification problem, whereas ROC curve is designed to assess binary classification performance.

**Accuracy paradox**  The accuracy paradox for predictive analytics says that predictive models with lower level of accuracy can yield better predictions than models with higher accuracy.

Let us assume that we have predictive model for detecting an insurance fraud [CT08]. Cases which are defined as high-risk by the model, will be investigated. The insurance company evaluates the performance of the model on a sample data set with 10,000 claims. It is already known beforehand, which out of 10,000 are fraudulent. The definition of accuracy, is shown below (see formula 3.4). Assume that our model predicted having $TN = 9,700$, $TP = 100$, $FP = 150$, $FN = 50$. In this case, according to the formula, the accuracy of the model will be $\frac{9,700 + 100}{9,700 + 150 + 50 + 100} = 98.0\%$. Now change the model and make it predict that there is "no fraud" ($TN = 9,850$, $TP = 0$, $FP = 0$, $FN = 150$), the accuracy value will become $98.5\%$. Although the model is bad by its idea (because it is always predicts "no fraud"), it has better accuracy than more correct model.

According to this we can say that when TN is less than FN, then accuracy will always increase when we tune the model to always output “negative” category. Conversely, if TP is less then FP, the same will happen when we change our rule to always output “positive”.

### 3.3.2 Clustering techniques

There exist multiple clustering algorithms, such as k-means, nearest neighbor, spectral clustering, mean-shift [Jai+99]. Among them there are parametric and non-parametric methods. For our approach we need a clustering algorithm that will require minimum input from the user, and this should be a non-parametric technique. Non-parametric techniques, unlike parametric, calculate how many clusters there must be in the data on their own. This is beneficial for us, because we do not want the user of ACP dashboard to input something else, except the ACPs.

The mean shift is a nonparametric clustering technique for determining the maximum of the density function. Imagine that there is a set of points in a two-dimensional space, and a circle or radius $r$ — which is a kernel. mean shift algorithms shifts its kernel to a high density region, until it converges [Che95] [CM02]. Mean shift vector defines shift on each step. The vector points toward the direction where density is increased at most. On every step kernel moves to the mean of the points within area of maximum points density. The choice of the kernel defines method that calculates this mean. Algorithm converges when there is no direction at which kernel can accommodate more points inside itself.
3.4 Multidimensional Data Visualization

Visual analytics offers varieties of methods to represent data and still, it remains non-trivial and complex problem to visualize big volumes of multidimensional data. It is difficult because there is no exact notion about how many data user can perceive at once and the adjective "clear, understandable visualization" remains subjective. Before the user gets a comprehensible visualization, it may require to perform different permutations, such as dimensionality reduction, visualization techniques combination. However, there are principles and general ideas, which can be used while designing a visualization in order to help user's in perceiving a big amount data.

We compare such visualization techniques as scatter plot matrices, parallel coordinate plots and treemaps, since they appear most often in the literature [Ete+16] [Mar07]. They all,
however, have significant limitations that question if those techniques could deliver ”clear, understandable visualizations” [Tat+11][PWR04][Leh+12][Joh92].

*Parallel coordinate plots* (see Fig.3.2c), are good when the dataset does not exceed more than one thousand rows and number of dimension is not more than dozen [Tat+11]. It does require additional learning from user, still it is intuitive enough. Together with interaction — for example brushing and linking, it becomes even more powerful as allows to combine multiple views of the same data. At the same time when amount of data gets bigger — the visualization becomes cluttered and it is then harder to understand correlations between points. One of the limitations of the parallel coordinate plots is that one can compare only two adjacent dimensions at a time, the ordering of dimensions should be specified beforehand. Parallel coordinate plots are well suited for displaying numerical data, but displaying categorical data with the parallel coordinate plots results in visualizations with lines concentrated in a few points of the dimension.

*Scatter plot matrices* (see Fig.3.2b) are easy to understand, first of all because they look similar to scatter plots which are known to everyone who have studied math at school. At the same time they are not efficient in terms of space consumption, if the number of dimensions goes over ten, the visualization already becomes too big and hard to perceive at a first glance immediately [Tat+11]. Scatter plot matrices designed to compare only two dimensions at a time. Nevertheless, scatter plot matrices can represent relatively big amount of data (compared to parallel coordinate plots), also scatter plot matrices are good instrument for finding clusters in data, because grouping of the points could be immediately seen on the visualization.

The *treemaps* is a modern visualization technique which is also sometimes used for displaying multidimensional data (see Fig.3.2a). They are hard to perceive and require additional learning for the user to be able to use them for data comparison [JS92]. With big amount of data, as any visualization it will clutter, however it might be, that readability of this visualization will stay high longer than of scatter plot matrix or parallel coordinate plots. This visualization is not suitable for categorical data, also it is hard to determine clusters using treemaps. However treemaps are good to apply in scenarios when the hierarchy information has to be visualized.

A *3D scatter plot* has all benefits of a scatter plot matrices (as it is an enhancement of a 2D scatter plot), it is simple to implement, intuitive and does not require an extra learning from user (see Fig.3.2d). It is well suitable for continuous data — which is in our case, values from business metrics. A 3D scatter plot is a visualization technique that is used to plot data point on three dimensions (X, Y, Z) at a time and aims to show dependency between dimension values. It is able to represent the same amount of data as scatter plot matrix and also facilitates pattern recognition and cluster definition.
4 Conceptual Solution

After careful analysis of a problem field and the results of predecessors we found out that previous solutions have some limitations (discussed in Related Work — chapter 2) and could not be directly applied to the industrial setting problem (see chapter 1). Some of the approaches have obstructions in either number of performance metrics to be compared at once, visual representation, or — lack of mapping between business and ML evaluation metrics. This chapter describes our approach to the problem defined in chapter 1. We justify the metadata approach in section 4.1. Then we define business metrics on which algorithms will be compared. They are constructed from the ML metrics, which are extracted form the ACPs (see section 4.2). Next, based on the business metric values, that characterize ACPs we create a visualization. The goal of the visualization is — to make process of comparison easier and illustrative (see section 4.3). And last, but not least we describe a technique for defining common parameters of the algorithms 4.4).

4.1 Metadata Approach

We found the idea of using metadata of the classification machine learning algorithms as the most effective and beneficial, compared to other approaches (see chapter 3). In terms of time and data that is needed for comparison of the algorithms, the metadata approach outperforms the others. This approach addresses a question of dealing with the multiple combinations of the algorithm parameters. It requires a metadata of performance of the algorithm: algorithm settings, parameters and hyper parameters, machine learning algorithm performance values on a specific data set. Usually metadata is either taken from previous studies, or is constructed by execution of the algorithm.

For the metadata approach we do not need to execute multiple configurations of the algorithms. The idea is to take existing ACPs and use the metadata contained in them in order to find differences between algorithms. This allows us to omit execution of all possible combinations of the algorithms on certain datasets, thus saving time of execution and its cost. Of course, the drawback of this approach is that we might not have an ACP for the desired algorithm configuration. In that case running the algorithm with particular settings in order to get it's performance metadata will be inevitable.

We find it useful to present metadata of the algorithm in a structured way. It makes process of parsing and processing data easier. Such structure is suggested by Alejandro Villanueva, [Vil17] — which is a .json dictionary file, called Algorithm Configuration Profile. ACP
provides metadata of the text classification algorithms, which were executed on industrial datasets (see section 3.2).

The metadata from the profiles is used to construct business metrics (see section 4.2), that in turn serve as basis for visualization and clustering (see sections 4.3, 4.4). We pick a subset of metadata values to conduct further analysis on the algorithm, as not all of the values can be used in our further calculations. In particular we are interested have ML performance metrics, and times from run-results. As those are values that contribute to the business metrics (see section 4.2). Other values, such as \textit{cont\_ft\_repres, txt\_ft\_repr, cont\_meth\_name, algo\_fam, algo\_type} etc., contribute to the cluster names (see section 4.4).

Another important point of our approach — we compare algorithms that were executed ideally on the same (or similar) dataset. It is important because performance of the algorithm depends not only on its type and configurations, but also on the data set. If the data set is clean, complete, does not have NULL values, for instance, then we expect better performance than if the data set has a lot of NULL values, duplicates.

Using the pure metadata approach, though, does not give solutions for the problem of mapping ML evaluation metrics to business ones, or representing result in comprehensible visualization. Thus we applied some enhancements on the metadata approach, which allow us to solve the problems we have set in the introduction (section 1.3). To sum up, we say that the metadata approach is fast — if there are ACPs for desired algorithm configurations, then the only thing to do is — to compare those ACPs. The ACP provides metadata in structured representation which makes it easier to use this metadata for further analysis.

### 4.2 Business Metrics

The criteria for choosing the algorithm, is still defined by the business user from industry, so we have to ensure that metrics which are used for comparing algorithms will be useful from industry perspective. The comparisons of the machine learning algorithms is mostly done on values of the ML performance metrics, such as: accuracy, mean squared error, f1-score (for more details see chapter 3.3). Machine learning algorithm evaluation metrics (also ML metrics), however, do not clarify value of the classification algorithms from the industry perspective. Even experts who are supposed to be connected to the ML field do not find purely ML explanations useful [Cho+17]. This makes us think about how to present the machine learning metrics in form of business metrics.

The question is – which business metric can assess algorithm performance? We have to think about objectives that are most important for business. The literature research shows us that from the industry perspective, the benefit of a certain project or product can be evaluated by three indicators: quality, cost and time (or delivery if we talk about product). This notions were introduced almost fifty years ago [Ols71] and proven to be the most clear indicators of business success [Sta88][Atk99] [GS00][Bow+12]. Because of this mindset of people on the management, we decided to bring ML metrics into these particular terms
— cost, time, quality. Moreover, we also base out decision on the notion of Balanced Score Card (section 3.1) and our investigation of important business success criteria.

For this reason we design three business metrics: Quality of Algorithm, Execution Time and Execution Cost which can evaluate classification algorithms. Below we discuss in details how each of the business metrics is constructed and what purpose it has.

4.2.1 Quality of Algorithm

Gupta and Sushil mention several dimensions that model quality (see section 3.1). We decided that only Performance can be expressed by given ACPs data. Other dimensions are either irrelevant for algorithm assessment (aesthetic; durability – depends more on hardware than on the algorithm itself; serviceability — algorithm cannot break, thus does not require service; conformance — there are no such standards to which ML algorithms can correspond), or we do not have enough data in ACPs to express them (features, perceived quality, reliability). Performance dimension describes how good is product at performing functions it was designed for. In case of classification algorithm, the performance dimension is supposed to tell how accurate and precise predictions were.

There are accuracy, f1-score, precision and recall values in an ACP that indicate quality of the classification algorithm and can potentially be constituents of the Quality of Algorithm business metric. Accuracy, precision and recall measure different aspects of algorithm performance that is why it makes sense to use them both in the business metric formula. Moreover, because f1-score already contains precision and recall in itself, we do not include those values separately in the business metric formula (see section 3.3).

The Quality of Algorithm metric gives user notion of how accurate and precise results of classification are. It is calculated by the following formula:

$$\text{Quality of Algorithm} = \frac{\text{accuracy} + f1\text{score}}{2}$$

(4.1)

Where,

- accuracy — indicates fraction of correct predictions out of all predictions that were made by the classification algorithm;
- f1score — is a measure of algorithm accuracy, expressed in a balanced mean of precision and recall.

Although the accuracy itself is pretty straightforward and intuitive measure, it is not enough to evaluate the quality of algorithm’s performance. There are situations when despite the high accuracy value, predictive model still can be useless (see chapter 3 on accuracy paradox). To deal with this case, the precision and recall metrics are used to indicate how many of the actual positive predictions were defined by the classifier, and how many of the predicted positives were actually positive. Accuracy and f1-score in an ideal case should aim to value one, range of values for these ML metrics is [0;1]. We sum the accuracy and f1-score values and normalize them by dividing by two. This will give us a Quality
of Algorithm value, which depends on the accuracy, precision and recall (represented by f1-score).

### 4.2.2 Execution Time

Bhagwat in his paper introduced *customer query time* which shows time that a company need to provide customer with desired response [BS07]. We slightly modify this definition so that it fits our needs: we measure time that algorithm needs for performing data preparation and classification procedure on a given dataset and call this measurement *Execution Time*. Because in case when we are speaking of an algorithm, we want to know how long the algorithm has to run in order to yield a result.

The ACP profile has five different values in "times" node. The *Execution Time* metric should be constructed out of those values. We omit using data-preparation and run-preparation times, as they are applicable only for profiles that were created in first iteration. Those profiles which were created in other iterations (second, third, fourth, etc.) do not need data- and run-preparation time to be considered. To make all ACPs equal for comparison, we do not include those values to the formula.

\[
\text{Execution time} = \text{train} + \text{evaluate} + \text{test}
\]  

(4.2)

Where,

- *train* — time needed to build and train classification model;
- *evaluate* — time needed to predict classes using classification model;
- *test* — time needed to compare predicted classes with actual values (results in accuracy, precision, recall metrics).

Instead we use time for learning data and training the model (train), time which algorithm spend to perform cross-validation of results (evaluate), and finally time for comparing predicted values to actual values (test) — this is also a step where accuracy, precision and recall are calculated. The train, evaluate and test phases are mandatory for every ACP, regardless in which iteration they are created. This is why we include these times to the *Execution time* business metric’s formula.

### 4.2.3 Execution Cost

The cost is meant to measure cost of resources that are needed to produce and deliver product to the customer [Dom15]. In our scenario such resource is a hardware that business needs in order to run the algorithm. Last years a tendency to outsource resources, or move business to the cloud has risen and it is expected that this phenomena will evolve [MNSS09][Mar+11][GSW12]. As we know, when using cloud services, user "rents" particular hardware configuration and pays some fixed price for every hour of usage. This is why our cost metric will include time, which algorithm requires to run and cost per hour
for renting a hardware. We emphasize here that in order to make comparison even — the ACPs have to be run on the same hardware (so that their running time is measured in the same conditions).

We call business metric *Execution Cost* (also *Cost*), because we measure how much money managers have to spend for executing the algorithm and running it on a particular cloud hardware. Therefore, the cost metric strongly depends on execution time and cost of a rented hardware, and calculated by the following formula:

\[
\text{Execution Cost} = (\text{train} + \text{evaluate} + \text{test}) \cdot \text{Resource Cost per Hour}
\]  

(4.3)

Where,

- \(\text{train}\) — time needed to build and train classification model;
- \(\text{evaluate}\) — time needed to perform cross-validation on results;
- \(\text{test}\) — time needed to compare predicted classes with actual values (results in accuracy, precision, recall metrics);
- **Resource Cost per Hour** — cost per hour of renting resource on a cloud service.

The **Resource Cost per Hour** in ideal case should be cost of a same hardware configuration that was used to compute ACPs — because execution time was computed for algorithms ran on a specific hardware configuration. Obviously, hardware configuration influences execution time, and with different hardware settings algorithm may perform faster or slower. The ACPs we compare in Thesis were created on the hardware with following configuration: 16 vCPUs with frequency 2299.998 MHz, 50 GB of RAM, 120 Gb of hard drive, OS: Ubuntu 14.04 trusty, x86_64 architecture. This can possibly correspond to a m5.4xlarge with 16 VPU, 64 Gb or RAM and Elastic Block Store\(^1\) from Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud web service\(^2\).

### 4.3 Visualization

Imagine you are given data which is represented in a text or tabular form. Your task is — to explore it and derive meaningful conclusions from your explorations. In case you do it manually, you will only succeed if data does not exceeds certain limits. However, when amount of data is so big that human mind fails to perceive it all at once, it becomes difficult to extract relevant information from data [Tat+11]. Thus, there is a strong need for methods that help user to find patterns in data in a faster and more efficient way.

Visual Analytics is a branch in a field of information visualization. It aims to provide user with tools which can aid in perceiving and exploring big volumes of multidimensional data. It helps the user quickly find patterns in data, immediately see its behavior and recognize

\(^1\)https://aws.amazon.com/ebs/pricing/
\(^2\)https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/on-demand/
Figure 4.1: 3D scatter plot with cluster names and colored clusters

tendencies [Kei+08]. Visual representation of data, is, by default, easier to perceive than, for instance, tabular or text representation.

The values of the business metrics (see section 4.2) are data we want to visualize and represent to the user. It is continuous in its nature, have different ranges for each dimensions — from \([0;1]\) to \([0;\infty)\). Distribution of data is significantly higher for Execution Time and Execution Cost metrics. That is why we also need a visualization that will scale good on dimensions, no matter if they have the same or completely different range of values.

Our idea is to implement an Analytics Configuration Performance (ACP) Dashboard [Vil17]. It is a tool for exploring, analyzing and comparing ACP performance. It consist of a visual part and control part (see section 5.2 for control part details). The visual part is built as a 3D scatter plot — also cube (see figure 4.1). The three business metrics (discussed in details in section 4.2) serve as three dimensions for a cube. Each metric represents one dimension.

3D scatter plot significantly overcomes other visualization techniques (discussed in section 3.4) and suits well to our scenario. Of course, static 3D scatter plot by itself does not give much opportunity to discover patterns and dependencies between data, find common points and behavioral specialties. That is why we enhance static 3D scatter plot by adding interaction to it. Interaction allows us, first of all, to overcome cluttering issue. Such options as — zoom in and out, rotate the cube and hide certain data points, give opportunity to examine the cube at the any angle. Even when some points are covering the other — simple change in orientation makes the view more clear. Moreover, if it does not help, user may blind out certain groups of points in order to see those, which are invisible (see figure 4.2).

On a 3D scatter plot, naturally only three dimensions can be shown at once and thus, compared. Interaction works as a solution to this problem as well. We enhance the 3D
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(a) All clusters are visible

(b) Only blue and green clusters are visible

Figure 4.2: Demonstration of hiding clusters
scatter plot with a drop-down list that allows to substitute one dimension with another. This gives the user a new view on data, allows to chose which three dimensions to compare to each other (on detailed discussion about 3D scatter plot capabilities and its implementation check section 5.2).

4.4 Clustering

The visualization allows user position data points, which represent performance of the ACPs, on the cube and ensures easier comparison. To catch the behavior of data, patterns that appear, even interactive visualization is not enough. It could be, of course, done manually, by rotating the visualization and looking at it from different angles. The process becomes harder when some data points are so similar, that user requires additional actions (like zoom in and rotate) in order to see all the data points, or when the number of ACPs grows. Besides, manual processing of the data always implies errors caused by the human factor, which is undesirable, especially in an industrial scenario.

Clustering is a machine learning technique (for more details see chapter 3), which we use to define and group the ACPs, which values in parameters and hyper parameters have similar effect. Clustering algorithm significantly reduces time for defining and grouping ACPs which perform in a same way, according to the business metrics, which we defined above (see section 4.2).

There are, of course, other ways for defining similarities between the algorithms. For example, it could be possible to run the statistical analysis tests on each of the algorithm and based on that, recognize similarities or differences between algorithms [Die98]. This process will take time, as the dataset, on which algorithms are run, could be big and the execution time of the algorithms could differ. From the industrial perspective it is unpractical, especially when resources and time are limited.

We use mean shift clustering technique (read more in chapter 3) for finding ACP groups which are similar in their business metric values. We favored this technique among others, because it is non-parametric. This means that the user does not have to specify into how many clusters the clustering algorithm should group the dataset. The mean shift algorithm calculates number of clusters on its own, unlike k-means or spectral clustering. This could be also seen as a drawback, because when user has an opportunity to specify number of clusters, there is a chance to discover better number of clusters, than the algorithm suggests. At the same time, it requires additional time — to try and test different number of clusters.

4.4.1 Cluster formation

Input for clustering is a set of data points. Each data point represents a certain ACP via business metric values. To be more specific — data point contains three values — one
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(a) Clustering without color-coding  
(b) Clustering with color-coding

Figure 4.3: Improvement in recognizing clusters with color-coding

for each business metric. Those values are calculated using formulas that map machine learning evaluation metrics and business metrics (see section 4.2).

**Metrics values influence clustering.** The mean shift algorithm is applied on a set of data points. Business metrics become attributes on which clustering happens. It depends on the effect of the attributes, which in its turn, depends on diversity of metrics values. First data is clustered based on Execution Time metric, as this metric appears to have highest influence on clustering. Then on Execution Cost, and finally on Quality of Algorithm. It is so, because Execution Time and Execution Cost have higher deviation, than the third metric. The Quality of Algorithm can only have deviation in range from $[0;1]$ (by definition, see section 4.2) that is why its effect is the smallest.

**Clustering results and color-coding.** Clustering algorithm results are — labels for the data points and a number of clusters. Each data point gets a label that indicates to which cluster it belongs. Resulting data set contains not only business metric values for each data point, but also a number of a cluster to which data point is assigned. Then, each cluster gets a separate color. This means that every data point is also colored to the corresponding color of the cluster. The color-coding helps immediately distinguish clusters on the cube and provides user with clear boundaries of a cluster (see figure 4.3). Colors save time when situation is dubious and it is not possible to define to which cluster the point belongs by simply looking at visualization. This process is, however, invisible to the user. In the end he only sees final 3D scatter plot with colored clusters on it.

**Re-clustering.** Clustering happens each time when a new ACP is added. In other words, a new ACP is not assigned to the cluster that already exists, but mean shift algorithm runs again and re-clusters data. This means that completely new clusters are formed, taking into account new ACP. It is necessary because user can input a profile which could be
so different in its performance from the other ACPs, that it will require a new cluster. Moreover, the goal of clustering is not do define to which cluster a new point could belong. It is in finding which data points are so similar that they are able to form a cluster.

**Minimum data points for clustering.** At the beginning, when ACPs are given, user adds data points one by one. When is it time to start clustering? Which number of data points is sufficient for meaningful result? There is no rule that explicitly tells how many data points should be given to start clustering. However, the general suggestion is to have at least $2^n$ data points, where $n$ — is a number of clustering variables (also attributes) [For84][Dol02]. This, however, is not a general suggestion and should be adjusted for each scenario separately. We start clustering when number of data points becomes $2^n - 1$. In our case, depending on the order of the ACPs, meaningful clusters can appear already with four data points (see discussion in chapter 5).

### 4.4.2 Cluster naming

The cluster name is a key detail that tells user what is common between ACPs that form a single cluster. It consists of three parts: bin names, common ACP attributes and their configurations, metric that influences clustering the most. Let us look in detail at every part of naming.

**Bin names.** We assume that on each dimension ACPs in cluster can perform either good, bad or on average. Such conditional division is intuitive and easy to understand. To create bins and find to which bin cluster falls, we perform following steps (see the schema of bin naming procedure on figure 4.4):

1. Find the difference between max and min values for a metric (f.e. cost).
2. Divide this difference value by three. This will be a step for three bins “Expensive, medium, cheap” for the metric — cost.
3. Compute average value on the dimension for each cluster. This average value will fit into one of the bins.

4. Assign cluster name according to its bin.

5. Do the same for other metrics (dimensions).

Example names of clusters after applying bin function: "Fast, High Quality, Cheap"; "Slow, Medium Quality, Expensive".

**Common ACP attributes.** Name of a cluster also depends on the number of common attributes that ACPs in that cluster have. When similar ACPs form a cluster, the name of a cluster will include all the configurations that were common among the ACPs of that cluster. At the same time, if different ACPs put into the same cluster, we cannot expect names to have many configurations. This is why the re-clustering after adding a new ACP is necessary. If we try to fit new ACP to the existing cluster, we might not find common configurations. This will lead to a meaningless names for clusters. For constructing names for clusters out of common attributes we take following steps (see figure 4.5):

1. Delete parameters that have the same value in all data points – regardless to which cluster they belong. With this we ensure that we get rid of the parameters that could not influence performance results;

2. Check separately for each cluster, which parameters have the same value for all data points in a single cluster. This could be also seen as finding intersection between values for separate parameters;

3. If there exist a parameter which has the same value for seventy percent of data points in the cluster, we add parameters name and value to the name of the cluster. Seventy percent ensures us that we include in the name settings that share majority of ACPs.

Typical example of such names could be: "algo_fam:bayes, algo_type:NaiveBayes, split:stratified wor, test-ratio:0.4001"; "cont_ft_repres:as-is month number, txt_ft_repr:bow, algo_fam:trees, algo_type:J48".

**The most influencing metric.** After all, we also take into account business metrics and their influence on the clustering. Empirical study shows that the metric that has greater variance of values influences clustering the most. We find such metric, by extracting minimum value of the metric (over all data points) from its maximum value. The name of the metric is added to the cluster name. The next step – is to understand which component of the business metric, contributes to its value the most. We do it by simply finding the component which has the biggest value. For example, in Execution Time metric, the constituent Time to Train contributes the most to the metric value. The component is then also included to the cluster name.
### 4 Conceptual Solution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster label</th>
<th>ACP name</th>
<th>Quality of Algorithm</th>
<th>Execution Time</th>
<th>Execution Cost</th>
<th>Text feature</th>
<th>Text method</th>
<th>Instanc e-ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ACP-1:IBk</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>pareto</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ACP-2:IBk</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>pareto</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ACP-1:J4B</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>6.28</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>counts</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ACP-2:J4B</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>6.37</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>counts</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ACP-3:J4B</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>6.91</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>counts</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ACP-4:J4B</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>6.31</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>pareto</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ACP-1:One-R</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>pareto</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ACP-3:IBk</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>counts</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Simplified example of clustered data with business metric values and attribute values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster label</th>
<th>ACP name</th>
<th>Quality of Algorithm</th>
<th>Execution Time</th>
<th>Execution Cost</th>
<th>Text feature</th>
<th>Text method</th>
<th>Instanc e-ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ACP-1:IBk</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>pareto</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ACP-2:IBk</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>pareto</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ACP-1:J4B</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>6.28</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>counts</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ACP-2:J4B</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>6.37</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>counts</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ACP-3:J4B</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>6.91</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>counts</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ACP-4:J4B</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>6.31</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>pareto</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ACP-1:One-R</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>pareto</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ACP-3:IBk</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>counts</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Delete attribute which has the same value for all existing data points

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster label</th>
<th>ACP name</th>
<th>Quality of Algorithm</th>
<th>Execution Time</th>
<th>Execution Cost</th>
<th>Text feature</th>
<th>Text method</th>
<th>Instanc e-ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ACP-1:IBk</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>pareto</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ACP-2:IBk</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>pareto</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ACP-1:J4B</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>6.28</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>counts</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ACP-2:J4B</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>6.37</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>counts</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ACP-3:J4B</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>6.91</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>counts</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ACP-4:J4B</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>6.31</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>pareto</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ACP-1:One-R</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>pareto</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ACP-3:IBk</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>bow</td>
<td>counts</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Do not include into cluster name values that do not pass the threshold condition (seventy percent)

**Name for cluster 1:** text-method:pareto, instance-ratio:0.8  
**Name for cluster 2:** text-method:counts, instance-ratio:0.7  
**Name for cluster 3:** instance-ratio:0.6

4. Final names for clusters

**Figure 4.5:** Example for cluster naming based on common ACP attributes
In the end "the most influencing metric" part of the name can look like: "TIME:time_train"; "QUALITY:accuracy"; "COST:time_evaluate" (for the full picture of a 3D scatter plot with clusters and full names check figure 4.1.)

To sum up, clustering defines ACPs that are similar on three dimensions — Execution Time, Execution Cost and Quality of Algorithm. Moreover it specifies which configurations have high or low quality, are cheap or expensive, are quick or slow. They serve as a pointer for set of configurations that will satisfy user requirements or bring user to the solution space.
5 Implementation and Results

This chapter describes the components and design choices involved in implementing the conceptual solution discussed in chapter 4. In section 5.1 we present general architectural solution of our implementation. In section 5.2 we discuss how the client side is constructed. In section 5.3 we deliberate on server logic and justify technology choice. In section 5.4 we introduce typical use cases of the developed tool.

5.1 Basic Logic and Functions of the Implementation

It was decided to design the ACP Dashboard as a Web-application, because once deployed, it is immediately reachable from any contemporary device which has a connection to the internet. While designing the prototype we stick to the 2-tier architecture of web-application designing patterns (see figure 5.1). The logical and data part are on the side of a server, and the visual representation — on a client part. Thus, server is responsible for the following functions:

- Communicate with the client (browser);
- Parse uploaded by the user ACPs;
- Store user data in a .csv format;
- Convert mathematical metrics to business metrics;
- Perform clustering on the input data and;
- Send the result of the clustering as data points for 3D scatter plot to the client side.

The client, on the other side, has to carry the following functions:

- Send user's ACPs to the server;
- Get clustered data points from the server;
- Visualize data points, received from server, on a 3D scatter plot;
- Enable possibility to explore the data.
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Figure 5.1: Architecture of the implemented solution

5.2 Client Side

The client side is built with typical technologies for front-end development: HTML 5, CSS3 and JavaScript (v.1.8.5).

- HTML — hypertext markup language for building the web-document layout;
- CSS — cascading style sheets for defining presentation of the elements of the web-document;
- JavaScript — script language for assigning functionality to the html elements, which makes the web-page interactive.

On top of that we use the open-source framework bootstrap v.3.3.7\(^1\) — for styling following elements of our HTML page: buttons, drop-down lists, tables, and text elements. The bootstrap framework saves time, because we do not have to program the appearance of the elements of the web-page manually. This library already contains various CSS, HTML and even JavaScript templates for most of the objects of the DOM (Document Object Model).

The jQuery v.3.2.1\(^2\) library helps to navigate, search, and handle elements of the web-document. It provides terms which make it possible to avoid long expressions of the JavaScript language. In our prototype we also use the jQuery notation to send and receive Asynchronous JavaScript And XML (AJAX) requests, establishing communication between the client and the server.

---

\(^1\)https://getbootstrap.com
\(^2\)https://jquery.com
The *plotly.js v.1.31.2* library is one of the core technologies which we use for designing our prototype. It is based on the D3.js library for visualizing data with the help of HTML, CSS and SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics). It provides us with the interactive 3D scatter plot. Besides that, plotly allows such functionality as: plot rotation and zooming, coloring the points, hiding certain group of points, scaling axes range according to the data point values.

Both HTML page and JavaScript script are created by the server side (see section 5.3). The HTML page connects to the above-mentioned libraries (bootstrap, jQuery, plotly) via the `<head>` tag, this enables access to the libraries and its functions. The tag `<body>` contains different sub-tags, which correspond to the elements on a web page. The web page of our prototype consists of four main parts:

- 3D scatter plot ([figure 5.2-a](#));
- Table with business metric values ([figure 5.2-b](#));
- Field for uploading ACPs as a file in .json format ([figure 5.2-c](#));
- A set of drop-down lists and a button to change the axes of the 3D scatter plot ([figure 5.2-d](#)).

---

3[https://plot.ly/javascript/](https://plot.ly/javascript/)
Figure 5.2: ACP Dashboard interface
5.2 Client Side

Scatter plot visualizes ACP data points. The point’s position is based on its value in each of the business metrics introduced in chapter 4 (*Quality of Algorithm*, *Execution Time* and *Execution Cost*). The color of the point depends on the cluster, to which the algorithm was assigned. Each metric is used as a dimension. The code for creating the scatter plot and data on it is produced on the server side (section 5.3). As said before — it is possible to change view on the cube by rotating it, zooming in and out.

For each data point there is a corresponding row in a table (figure 5.2b). The row consists of four columns: quality of algorithm, time(hours), Execution cost and name of the ACP. When the user hovers on the data point on the cube, one row in the table gets highlighted. This indicates the row which corresponds to the data point, which was hovered (see figure 5.3).

The file-browse field (figure 5.2-c) allows user to upload his ACPs to the server. The files should be in .json format, uploading file that does not have ACP structure (see section 3.2) will lead to an error. After the file is uploaded, the new point on the 3D scatter plot appears. It corresponds to the recently uploaded profile. After the button “Upload” is clicked, server receives the request from client to catch the data — new profile in our case. Further processing of the files takes place on the server side. It parses the .json file and produces a data point with business metrics (see section 5.3).

Finally, the drop down list and a button (figure 5.2-d) are designed to change one dimension of a cube to another. One of the advantages of our prototype is the possibility to interchange dimension. Changing of dimension helps to discover new patterns, also it enables comparison of data points on a new combination of three dimensions. The user can chose which dimension should be substituted and change it to another dimension by clicking the button. The script behind the button will trigger the action that will rebuild the cube, and appearance of points will change according to the new dimension.
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5.3 Server Side

Flask\(^4\) — is a python web-service framework. Which forces us to a specific technological choice — python programming language. However, it is supported by an active community, well documented and is constantly developed and updated. Authors claim it to be extensible. Which means that even if at the beginning you create simple two-layered application (presentation and application layer), you can easily extend it by adding a database layer. Moreover, you can find multiple extensions (such as cache support, HTML-builder, user session management, mail, etc.) in the Flask Extensions Registry, or develop an extension on your own.

We used python v.3.5.0 programming language to implement the server side. The server itself was provided by flask (v.0.12.2), a web framework for creating or client-server applications. Installation of flask only is sufficient for creating an application. No extra tools or extensions (such as Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) or HTTP libraries) are needed. It already contains functionality for database access, http requests, ajax processing. The source code of the application consists of three python files:

- main.py — main file that should be executed in order to start the flask application; contains functions for generating the html page of the web-application;

- extra_functions.py — contains functions for generating JavaScript file, computing business metrics and writing the algorithm configurations to the .csv file;

- clustering_functions.py — contains functions for clustering, defining name of clusters.

After the flask-application is started, it can be reached via the localhost. At first, if no data points (ACPs) were given previously, the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) page shows empty 3D scatter plot and empty table with business metric values.

When a new ACP is added via the input file upload buttons added via file-browse fields (figure5.2-c), the client side sends the request to the server side. The request is processed by the function \textit{my\_form\_post()} from the main.py file. Flask reaches uploaded files via request method. The content of the uploaded ACP (algorithm configurations) is saved on the storage space of a server in the folder “UPLOAD\_FOLDER”. We decided to save this functionality because further on there could be a need to check which files were uploaded. Module \texttt{os} is used to save .json file — ACPs on the disk space of a server.

We parse uploaded .json file with the python library \texttt{json}. It creates a dictionary object out of the .json file. The dictionary object is easy to traverse, we have immediate access to the values of ACPs. From dictionary object of an ACP we extract the following values:

- Feature generation:
  
  Continuous features: Representation (of Time and Score);

\(^4\)http://flask.pocoo.org/docs/0.12/license/
Text features: Representation and weight scheme;

- Feature selection:
  Continuous method: Name and parameters;
  Discrete method: Name and quantiles;
  Text method: Name and instance-ratio;

- Algorithm configuration:
  Algorithm family and algorithm type;

- Run settings:
  Number of iteration;

- Run results:
  Times: Data preparation, run preparation, train, evaluate, test;
  Math metrics: Accuracy, precision, recall, f1-score.

After the values from ACP are extracted, we compute business metrics values (see the formulas of the business metrics in section 4.2). We form the file `ACP_configurations.csv` and put extracted values and computed business metrics there. In this way we efficiently store metadata about the ACP profiles, as well as the business metrics data. The `ACP_configurations.csv` file is a convenient input for the clustering functions, as it could be easily transformed into a pandas data frame.

We used python library pandas (version 0.21.0) for data manipulation and analysis. Pandas data frame is a tabular data structure with labeled rows and columns. It is convenient, because all manipulations can be done with SQL-like functions (filtering, adding rows or columns, merging, dropping columns etc.). Also pandas data frame serves as a perfect input for clustering functions.

The python library sklearn (version 0.19.1) provides us with clustering functions. In our implementation we use a mean shift clustering (see section 3.3.2), because it is a non-parametric clustering algorithm. This means that user does not have to specify number of expected clusters in advance. The mean-shift clustering requires a data set as the only input. It returns clusters and number of clusters when done.

The numpy library (version 1.13.3) — is a scientific computing package. We use it for transforming some of the columns of a pandas data frame to the python list data structure, also for calculating average, min and max values in lists.

We transform information from the `ACP_configurations.csv` into a pandas data frame. We perform clustering on the data frame fields, but first specify which columns should be taking into account when forming the cluster. In our prototype those columns are: quality of service, time to service, cost. We cluster the ACPs based on their business metrics values, because we want to know which algorithm configurations performed in a same way.
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After all the calculations are done, server side generates HTML page and JavaScript. The business metric values serve as x, y, z coordinates for the data points (ACPs) on the cube. The clustering result serve for coloring data points. Data points which belong to the same cluster will be colored in the same color. Finally, names of the clusters serve as names of the colored points. Generated HTML page is then sent to the client (browser) and represented to the user. The whole process of reading the ACPs calculating business metrics and computing clusters does not take more than one second. So the user does not fill the sophisticated process which takes place behind the data visualization.

5.4 Implementation Use Case

In this section we would like to introduce use cases of the ACP Dashboard. We assume that given some amount of algorithms that were executed on the same dataset. The user wants to compare the algorithms, using the ACP Dashboard.

Typical use case. Data from the Amazon Food Reviews data source was used to create ACPs, which serve as an input to the ACP Dashboard and are used for comparison. It consists of 568,454 food reviews which contain different information, among it: productID, text and summary of the review, helpfulness score of the review. Text classification algorithms were executed to predict usefulness of the review. Based on performance of the algorithms, the ACPs were constructed. As a result, we got eighteen ACPs for the following algorithms: Naive Bayes (four profiles), JRip (three profiles), IBk (four profiles), OneR (three profiles), J48 (four profiles). Each of the profiles is a .json file (for structure see section 3.2) which weights 14 Kb.

After the visualization part is completed (i.e. user visualized all the ACPs he had), the comparison can begin. The user can compare algorithms by looking at their position on the plot. We could say that the fastest, best quality and cheapest algorithms are those, which appear in the left far down corner of the cube. We start from adding five different ACPs — IBk, J48, JRip, NaiveBayes, OneR. They cluster in four clusters, and IBk with J48 are grouped in one cluster (see figure 5.4a). At this point we say that clustering is meaningless, as it does not comply with the suggestion that the Execution Time causes points to cluster (see section 4.4) After that we continue adding ACPs, and after adding another IBk, we see that cluster IBk-J48 does not exist anymore, as the clustering algorithm grouped both IBk profiles together (see figure 5.4b). Situation changes dramatically, when we add second J48 to the cube — all the data points cluster into three groups (see figure 5.4c). From this clustering we can already distinguish — JRip algorithm is the one that costs more than other and is very slow, but at the same time it has the best quality. Algorithms from the blue cluster — Naive bayes, OneR and J48 are the fastest and the cheapest algorithms, but at the same time their quality is the lowest. IBk algorithm are somewhere between two

\[ \text{https://www.kaggle.com/snap/amazon-fine-food-reviews [ML13]} \]
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(a) Clustering with five ACPs — two different profiles are grouped

(b) Clustering with six ACPs — change of clusters, similar ACPs are grouped

(c) Resulting three clusters after adding more data points

Figure 5.4: Number of data points influences clustering

clusters — they are not the cheapest, but have better quality than algorithms from the blue cluster and are faster than JRip. Now user can decide, according to specific requirements, which algorithms is better to use. For example, if the user does not care about time and money, and wants to have accurate results, he should probably chose JRip, or Ibk algorithm. The ACP Dashboard narrows a solution space and eliminates algorithms that perform not in a desired way.

Below we describe two peculiar cases that we discovered when comparing ACPs.

Minimum number of data points. General process of working with our tool can be seen on the interaction diagram (figure 5.5). Everything starts with an empty cube, and user gradually adds ACPs on it and discovers new patterns. If number of points is four and more, after each new added point, the clustering algorithm will run again. This might (but does not necessarily have to) affect visualization and naming of the clusters. It could be that after adding one point, number of clusters will change, depending on the new point characteristics. In case if the 3D scatter plot (also cube) was empty before the first point was uploaded, no clustering will be performed.
When testing the use case scenario, we observed interesting features of our solution. Number of data points influence cluster formation and their usefulness. Indeed, experiment shows that clusters formed out of five data points might not have much sense (see figure 5.4a), whereas with fifteen ACPs clear picture can be seen (see figure 5.4c).

Still, clustering result strongly depends on data which is clustered. Imagine a situation where we feed algorithm with two types of ACPs — for example, Naive Bayes and IbK. Then even four data points will already bring clear clustering (see figure 5.6): Naive Bayes ACPs form one cluster (blue) and some of the IbKs — the other (yellow and pink). Therefore we decided to start clustering data points if their number is more or equal to four. First of all, because there is not clear rule of when to start clustering, except of the suggestion discussed above. Secondly — clustering even on early stages (aka when number of data points is less then $2^n$) gives a hint which algorithms will lead to the desired result. From the figure 5.4c we can definitely say that for cheaper solution user should prefer Naive Bayes over IbK. At the same time, if the requirement is — to aim for quality, then the Naive Bayes would not be the best option and the user have to consider IbK algorithm.
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Figure 5.6: Clustering with four data points — Naive Bayes and IbK ACPs form three clusters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Values of Execution Time</th>
<th>Name from bins: Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[1.75, 1.52, 1.77, 1.51, 1.7, 1.78]</td>
<td>Fast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>[6.48, 6.47, 6.47]</td>
<td>Fast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>[0.13, 0.13, 0.12]</td>
<td>Fast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>[21.5]</td>
<td>Slow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Cluster names based on Execution Time metric

Cluster names — metric that influences the most. Cluster names are designed to help users to identify and group algorithms which have common effects on business metrics. The result of the naming procedure is: every cluster gets a name, which contains in itself bin names for each of the business metric, names of the common configurations for the same cluster and name of the metric that influences clustering the most (see section 4.4). We find that this naming gives detailed information on similarities of algorithms. At the same time there are use cases when naming is not efficient enough. For example, consider four clusters (see table 5.1). It shows values of Execution time metric for each cluster. The element of an arrays — is value of this metric for a single data point. Third column of the table shows which name is assigned to the cluster, according to the bins. Three clusters have name "Fast", and one cluster has name "Slow". However, cluster two could have had name “Medium” instead. Obviously clusters one and cluster three are much faster than clusters two and four. However, cluster two is not as slow as cluster four, thus we find this bins naming inappropriate.
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In this chapter we are about to discuss quality and value of our solution to the problem introduced in the beginning of the thesis (see section 1.3), and find which enhancements could be done to deal with unsolved issues. We assess answers to each of the question of the problem, check whether all the requirements are fulfilled. We start with evaluation our approach in general (section 6.1). We also evaluate chosen architectural solutions and ponder on whether in complies to the thesis definition (see section 6.2). This chapter is also focused on checking whether the solution shows satisfactory results on from functionality and performance perspective (section 6.3). Moreover, at each point we discuss possible enhancements of the given solutions and future work. Our evaluation of concept uses analytical and descriptive evaluation methods [Hev+04].

6.1 Concept Evaluation

We start concept evaluation from looking at the goal and questions that were defined in the first chapter of this work (see section 1.4). Our goal is to assess whether chosen approach allows to achieve goals that were set and whether it is applicable in the industrial scenario.

6.1.1 Meta-Learning Approach Evaluation

First question that we put in front us, was about defining a method that will allow to compare classification algorithms efficiently and quickly. Among the existing approaches (see chapter 2) we took the way of meta-learning. Data about algorithm performance is structured and kept in ACPs. The profiles. Obvious advantages of this approach are:

- assuming that we already have ACPs, comparison takes very little time, as we do not have to run all the algorithms to get performance data;
- if the scenario allows, there is no need to have all configurations of the algorithms, it is enough to have extremely different configurations, to decide in which direction is better to move;

At the same time, it is not a universal method and has following issues:

- there should be ACPs for every configuration that the user wants to compare;
- meta-data requires to be in an ACP form;
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- depends on data, on which the classification algorithm was executed;
- depends on hardware on which the ACP was created.

Some of the issues listed above, can be solved. For example, the missing ACPs can be estimated from the existing profiles. This will save time — because there will be no need to run algorithms in order to get profiles, on the other side the estimated profiles could be not one hundred percent accurate. At this point managers should decide whether they need extremely precise results, or it is enough to have estimated performance, just to limit the solution space.

Moreover, at the beginning it is better to take ACPs of completely different algorithms and configurations. In that case we assume that each ACP will perform differently and appear in completely distinct positions on the cube. This is helpful for the further analysis, it sets boundaries to a solution space.

To deal with a problem of data dependency, we can use a meta data of the data, on which algorithm was executed. Especially, because it is given as a (Data Quality Profile by [Vil17]). In that way, it could be possible to compare the algorithms which were executed on the different data set. There just has to be a method to make ACPs even, depending on their DQPs.

6.1.2 Business Metrics Evaluation

Another question was about projecting ML algorithm performance evaluation metrics to the business metric. We presented three metrics: Quality of Algorithm, Execution Time and Execution Cost (see section 4.2). We find them the most suitable and intuitive, as they are often main objectives, on which performance of a service is accessed. Of course, our solution can be developed further, and more sophisticated business metrics (such as Customer Satisfaction or Service Level, etc.) could be added.

We constructed Quality of Algorithm business metric out of accuracy and f1-score ML metric. Having accuracy and f1-score together is a good decision, because accuracy alone is not enough — it may sometimes give misleading results (see section 3.3). At the same time those metrics show performance of the algorithms from different perspectives that is why using both of values in business metric is justified. However, such metrics as logarithmic loss and area under ROC curve could also bring more value to the Quality of Algorithm metric. Or, they could be mapped independently onto other business metrics. The constituents of the Execution Time metric, result from the data which is available from the ACP profiles. Except of the times that are in the metric, we think that time for predicting new values should also be included. In this way user will now how much time will be needed to predict values, if the model is already known and built.

Finally, the Execution Cost metric serves to show potential cost for using particular algorithm. It depends strongly on Execution Time, and as a result — hardware on which the algorithm is executed. This created a lock, because the better hardware it is — the faster Execution Time. It is not yet clear how to manipulate this metric so that it value gives an optimal
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results. Would it be better to reduce costs for renting the hardware, but prolong time, or the other way around? Enhanced version of the Execution Cost might also include time which is need to predict certain amount of new values. The Cost per Hour parameter can be split up — separately for the resources which are on the cloud, and for resources that user has on premises (if some).

Also, regarding the third issue from subsection 6.1.1, data could be included into comparison process. Thus, business metric formulas can also take data into account — at least time and cost can be calculated per row, or per some template size of data from every ACP. Performance, unfortunately still cannot be measured equally for ACPs, because not only data size, but its structure, number of features depend on the classification algorithm results. We could go further and construct a ranking or suitability score for algorithms, allowing not only compare algorithms on business metric, but also show the user which configurations performed good on certain metrics.

6.1.3 Visualization Evaluation

Another goal of this work was to provide the user with an clear and intuitive data representation, regardless of number of points that should be compared. We decided to visualize data on a 3d-scatter plot which has interaction features. Main problem of other visualization techniques were that they either took too much space, could allow to compare profiles on only two dimensions at a time, were not intuitive and required some pre-learning for user to start using them. The benefits of using a 3d-scatter plot are so far:

- intuitive, does not require extra-learning from user;
- simple to implement;
- allows to compare ACPs on three dimensions at a time;
- does not take much space;
- with interaction can avoid cluttering, easy to visualize.

The drawback of this type of visualization is that only three dimensions could be shown at a time. However, with the help of JavaScript and, again, interaction we can change dimensions. Thus, if there were not three business metric (that serve as dimensions for a cube), but four and we would like to change them — user can use set the dimensions which have to be shown manually (see section 5.2). Another possible issue of a 3d-scatter plot — that we do not know to what extend points on it can be added. mostly, it depends on data whether the visualization will look cluttered or not. Thus, we expect that more than one hundred points would be already too much for this kind of visualization. However, more detailed evaluation, with artificial data points should be performed for clarifying this issue.
6.1.4 Clustering Evaluation

Clustering is used to discover patterns in the data and define the ACPs that behave in a same way. We use it as an alternative to statistical analysis (see section 3.3). It groups the profiles that are more similar to each other, according to three business metrics — *Execution Time, Execution Cost* and *Quality of Algorithm*. Clustering has following benefits:

- fast;
- does not require input from user;
- can cluster points on multiple dimensions (more than three);
- considers details of data that human might not think of.

Clustering is fast, compared to other approaches. It does not involve human for assigning data to the clusters, machine is doing all necessary calculations, and with today's hardware capability, clustering of one hundred points of not very high-dimensional data takes not more than 5five seconds [Sci]. The clustering algorithm we have chosen — mean-shift (see section 4.4) is a non-parametric clustering technique. This means that user does not have to specify number of clusters to be defined, algorithm will calculate suitable number of clusters independently. Moreover, clustering allows us to compare data points on multiple dimensions at a time — even more than three. What is even more important, because of mathematical background and distance formulas it gives more accurate results than could be achieved, if a human would define clusters. Capabilities of our brain are limited to some extends and sometimes it is impossible to take into account all the details in data. At the same time, machines do not have such limits thus can yield accurate and credible results. Although clustering has significant advantages, there are disadvantages that also should be taken into account:

- no explicit reason of clustering;
- needs certain amount of point to give meaningful clusters.

Clustering on its own does not give clear idea why ACPs cluster. To understand why data was clustered in one way or another, we needed to explore results, make and prove suggestions, and understand how particular clustering algorithm works. Moreover, as already discussed previously, clustering algorithm needs certain amount of data in order to give meaningful results (see section 4.4).

As for the future work, we think that it would be good to provide re-clustering of certain groups. What we mean by that — after the clustering on all data points is done, focus on a specific cluster, and try to re-cluster points within that cluster. This will give the user more information on profiles that form the same cluster. Identify if within one cluster exist profiles that have even more similar performance. Another enhancement of the clustering would be using a dimension reduction technique. It reduces amount of dimensions and leaves only those that are meaningful for clustering and influence it. This is especially useful, in cases when there are many dimensions and many data points. The performance
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In this subsection we discuss architecture choices and check if the implementation satisfies requirements that were defined by thesis definition.

6.2.1 Non-Functional Requirements

One of the prerequisites of this master thesis was to develop a web-application that will be service oriented. This means that first of all, the service should be provided to the user through the network. It should be independent from vendors, technologies that user uses to access the service, and also should be available remotely. Moreover, the task was also to make a prototype compliant to the Representational State Transfer (REST) properties. This includes such important aspects of REST as client-server architecture, statelessness, cacheability, layered system, uniform interface [RR07] [Fie00].

Our solution is a web-service with a two-tier architecture. It has a server side (written in python language) and client side (written in JavaScript and HTML). It is independent from vendors as python application can run on any Operating System (OS) — Windows, Linux, Macintosh. User can reach the client-side (aka HTML web-page) using any of the modern browsers — from Microsoft Edge to the Google Chrome. The service (ACP Dashboard) can be accessed remotely — through the Uniform Resource Locator (URL), as well as it can be executed on a local machine. Our web-service is also a black box because user does not see computations that happen on the server side. Business metric equations as well as clustering procedure are not exposed to the user. Only some part of business logic are known, though. For example, user may know that clustering will start after four ACPs are given for comparison. As soon as the ACPs are loaded, their representation — in form of points on a cube, appear.

We did not reach cacheability as it is meant in its original concept. However, we do store the ACPs that were given previously. Even when the web-application is restarted, all the ACPs that were send to server before the restart, are saved in a special .csv file. This prevents user from processing the whole bunch of points once again, which means that user can continue comparison from the moment where it was stopped.

Stateless property of the RESTful services is implemented via using the HTTP protocols. Each request to the server (aka sending ACP, receiving the HTML page) is complete on its own, and has all the information that is needed for processing the request.

Our implementation is a layered system, which consists of two layers. They are independent from each other and can be substituted by other technologies on demand. For example,
back-end side, which is now programmed on Python, using Flask web-serve, can be re-programmed on Java and Apache Tomcat web-server. This change will not affect client side, because HTTP requests that are sent from a client, do not depend on background, platform or technologies of a back-end side. Which makes our solution flexible and expandable for future.

Caching and saving results of the user gave us idea that the solution can be developed further. Imagine that multiple users will use the ACP Dashboard, and each of them compares different sets of ACP. The authorization procedure will give access to the personal dashboard of each user. In that case we need to store ACPs for each user separately. We can extend our solution to a three-tier architecture, and add a database layer to it. Database will contain information about users and ACPs that belong to the user. Thus, the web-application will support multiple users.

6.2.2 Functional Requirements

The thesis definition also provides us with non-functional requirements. Main part of it was — to create an interactive visualization that will allow navigating and exploring Analytic Configurations performance data. This includes clustering of configurations and defining common components based on similarities of ACPs. Moreover, it was expected to make possible re-clustering on certain clusters in order to go deeper and find subgroups within the cluster. Also technical details on the ACPs should be provided.

An ACP Dashboard is a tool for comparing ACPs with an interactive visualization (in form of 3d-scatter plot) and a control panel. The control panel shows technical details of the ACPs and has controls for:

- adding new ACP to a Dashboard,
- changing dimensions on a visualization.

This fulfills two of functional requirements stated above. The visualization part is a plot created with a plotly.js library. Points on a plot represent ACP profiles, which can be compared to each other on three dimensions at a time: Execution Cost, Quality of Algorithm and Execution Time. User can navigate through the data and explore it: rotate, zoom in, zoom out (see figure 6.1), hide and show points that are grouped in a cluster. Other libraries that work with python, such as Bokeh\(^1\) and matplotlib\(^2\) do not provide that interactivity. Bokeh does not have 3d-scatter plots, instead it offers surface plots which only bring complexity to the visualization. Matplotlib, on the other hand provides only static plots that cannot be rotated, zoomed in or out on demand. This solution could be developed to bring user more opportunity of manipulating points. For example, we think it is necessary to add functions for deleting points. It could be done either by selecting a point on a cube and deleting it, or deleting the corresponding row from the table with

\(^{1}\)https://bokeh.pydata.org/en/latest/
\(^{2}\)https://matplotlib.org
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(a) Zoom out

(b) Rotation of the 3d-scatter plot

(c) Zoom in

Figure 6.1: Demonstration of interaction features

(a) Performance with empty cube

(b) Performance with eighteen profiles

Figure 6.2: Performance results, measured on Opera browser in the "Inspect element" mode

details. Unfortunately, as of now, plotly.js does not support selection of points for 3d-scatter plot. Which means we would have to either change the visualization library, or develop this feature on our own.
6.3 Performance Evaluation

We tested performance of the ACP Dashboard in the Opera v.45.0 browser, using "Inspect element" mode (Ctrl+Shift+C) its "Performance" and "Network" tabs. It provides JavaScript CPU Profiler and a Timeline of load. As an input data we took same Amazon food Reviews data set (see section 5.4)

First we started with an empty Dashboard, which is a web-page with a 3d-scatter plot that has no points on it. As can be seen from the performance analysis, the most time took scripting events — 2207.8 ms. The load of the page, rendering and painting events were relatively fast — 35.5 ms, 104.1 ms and 26.0 ms respectively. This makes us think that rendering and painting of the cube itself are fast procedures. In this case rendering means computing Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) which is associated to the Document Object Model (DOM) elements, positioning DOM elements on the page; painting means — literally painting pixels and resizing or decoding images. Scripting, for its part, includes evaluating scripts, time for calling events, function calls and also sending and receiving requests and seems to be the most time consuming procedure.

We went deeper and decided to figure out what takes it almost three seconds for a page to appear. The performance logs from the "Network" tab of the "Inspect element" (see figure 6.4) mode and show that all the libraries (plotly.js and bootstrap) are loading fast — no more than 2 ms, but the response from server itself (line 127.0.0.1) takes a lot of time. This can be seen explicitly well at "Waiting (Time to First Byte (TTFB))" row. With zero profiles time is only about 20 ms, with eighteen profiles this value reaches mark 257 ms (see figure 6.3). The TTFB depends on a server response time and time to transfer bytes. Because we are working with a web-application which is running on a local machine, time to transfer bytes should not be considered as a reason of such high TTFB. In that case, a server response time is most probably a reason why it takes so long to process the page. According to Google PageSpeed Insights, an appropriate server response should not be more than 200ms. And causes of low response could be following [Lim15]:

- slow database queries,
- slow logic,
- resource starvation,
- too many slow frameworks/libraries/dependencies,
- slow hardware.

We think that slow logic is exactly the reason that causes the delay. As of now the whole HTML page, together with a JavaScript code is generated on a server side and sent to a client. This is also true, because with empty cube we do not have much data to process and send to a server, but with eighteen data points situation is different. That is why waiting takes longer, when amount of data points increases. So our future work would be to move

\[\text{https://developers.google.com/speed/docs/insights/Server}\]
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(a) With empty cube  
(b) With eighteen profiles

Figure 6.3: Performance results — Time to First Byte

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>S...</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>In...</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Waterfall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>127.0.0.1</td>
<td>2...</td>
<td>doc...</td>
<td>O...</td>
<td>2.7 KB</td>
<td>26 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plotly-latest.min.js</td>
<td>2...</td>
<td>scr...</td>
<td>js...</td>
<td>(from...)</td>
<td>0 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jquery-3.2.1.min.js</td>
<td>2...</td>
<td>scr...</td>
<td>js...</td>
<td>(from...)</td>
<td>0 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bootstrap.min.css</td>
<td>2...</td>
<td>styl...</td>
<td>js...</td>
<td>(from...)</td>
<td>4 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jquery.min.js</td>
<td>2...</td>
<td>scr...</td>
<td>js...</td>
<td>(from...)</td>
<td>0 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bootstrap.min.js</td>
<td>2...</td>
<td>scr...</td>
<td>js...</td>
<td>(from...)</td>
<td>0 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) With empty cube  
(b) With eighteen profiles

Figure 6.4: Performance results on a "Network" tab — resource requests

part of the server logic to a client side. For example, HTML page could be generated on client, and only changing parts — data points location on cube, and clustering information, should be sent from server in a .json file. This will reduce server load and amount of data that should be sent to a client and thus resulting in a lower server response time.

Moreover, the evaluation of performance could be more demanding — it is recommended to test the web-application with more ACP. In this work we tested performance of the solution using eighteen profiles, but if in real scenario user probably has to compare forty, or even hundred profiles at a time. In this case one could artificially generate ACPs, load them to Dashboard and measure the performance with the same Opera developer tool. We did not do it due to the lack of time, but we believe that such investigation will contribute much to the solution, helping to find flaws and weak sides.

Our solution can be applicable to different industrial settings, if they follow same scenario — comparison of classification algorithms. Although the solution was primarily designed for the industrial data, we managed to show results with Amazon food service ⁴ data

⁴https://www.kaggle.com/snap/amazon-fine-food-reviews
also. Which proves, that ACP Dashboard does not depend on the scenario on which it is applied.
7 Conclusion

In conclusion, the contribution of this work is fourfold. In the conceptual solution chapter, we presented the meta-learning approach, where we use ACPs to compare algorithms. The feature of this approach is that the metadata is already given, and we do not require to run algorithms in order to get the performance results. The eighteen ACPs were created on the Amazon food review data set and used as an input data for comparison. There we also introduce business metrics that allow to evaluate and compare text classification algorithms from business perspective (Quality of Algorithm, Execution Time, Execution Cost). We proved that decision of business metrics is compliant to the business objectives and thus makes sense to the people from industry.

Since one of the problems of the thesis was data representation, we proposed using 3D scatter plot as a visualization technique. Next, clustering technique — mean shift was used to define patterns in the data, form groups of algorithms that have similar performance. We also developed a method that gives meaningful names to cluster, it shows the parameters that are common for the algorithms which form a cluster. Next we designed a web-application that allows comparison of the algorithms based on ACPs. Our solution has a two-tier (client-server) architecture, and is implemented with python, JavaScript and HTML, together with visualization and clustering libraries. We showed a use-case of the application, tested its usability and fulfillment of the functional requirements, set by a thesis definition. Finally, we evaluated our approach from different points — method for comparing algorithms, chosen business metrics, used visualization and clustering. We also tested performance of the web-application and discussed possible future work that can enhance the proposed solution.

Overall, the approach we presented in the thesis satisfies most of the defined goals. The ACP Dashboard allows to compare machine learning algorithms from the industrial perspective, thus business user may compare algorithms without consulting with ML experts. The chosen data representation (3D scatter plot) is intuitive and does not require extra learning, but more important — it helps to see patterns of the data immediately. The clustering technique shows common configurations of the algorithm, thus giving a hint which algorithm settings influence business metric values. Still, this solution needs enhancements, as discussed in chapter 6. More sophisticated business metrics can be added, dependency of the algorithm performance on data should be also taken into account.
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